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so transformational was effectively missing

these disparate entrepreneurial people and
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concert across the metro area, expanding
awareness of plant-based nutrition within our
respective communities, bringing legitimacy
to our message through our unity and our
commitment to the science, and hastening
healing in neighborhoods, not just exam
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fter discovering an ovarian cyst at
endometriosis during surgery in

implants on my intestines, and, except during
of my fertile life on the pill to regulate my

further adjustments to my diet, felt my
allergies clear up, and came off the low
dose of thyroid medication that a functional
We offer a path and a voice for our growing

overweight from my second pregnancy,
wondering when my teenage acne would

consciousness and worldview that deeply
build bridges across institutions and sectors
to ensure that everyone has the opportunity
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learn how to feed my children to support

people who had found this lifestyle and

with, and then a member of, the National

together, sharing life-giving information, and
bringing hope and positivity to so many people

Even through all my excitement, it was not
lost on me that my own family members,
friends, colleagues, and pretty much
everyone I knew in my neighborhood and
synagogue community had never come
across whole-food, plant-based nutrition.

only way to be successful is to meaningfully

wondered about the veracity of the claims
about this lifestyle—even while happily
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scouring the internet, and reading whatever

my next menstrual period that followed
was surprisingly mild—a huge change for
someone who had endured heavy, painful
became more manageable, shorter, and

educational enterprise from scratch is not

on to do a fancy elimination diet which, in
retrospect, was highly plant-based and less-

and for the friends and companions who
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shed all my excess weight and felt a full-body

as an independent coach

a community-based initiative in our area to

Whole: Rethinking
the Science of Nutrition
narrative was not only tremendous science
and simplicity but also a rationale for why

somewhat new projects, including those run
by other pod leaders, two new plant-based
programs at local hospitals, a few doctors in
private practice, and one university with an
interdisciplinary committee on plant-based

a small town, it astounded me that something
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